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Twenty years of asymptotic correction for
eigenvalue computation

Alan L. Andrew∗

(Received 7 August 2000)

Abstract

Asymptotic correction, first studied systematically in the 1979
ANU thesis of John Paine, can significantly increase the accuracy and
efficiency of finite difference and finite element methods for computing
eigenvalues, especially higher eigenvalues, of differential operators. It
has proved especially useful for the solution of inverse eigenvalue prob-
lems. This paper reviews the impact of this method, and also presents
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some new numerical results which support a recent conjecture of the
author concerning the use of asymptotic correction with Numerov’s
method for problems with natural boundary conditions.
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1 Introduction

Since many classical methods for numerical solution of eigenvalue problems
for differential operators involve approximation of the corresponding eigen-
functions by piecewise polynomials, they are inefficient for computation of
higher eigenvalues. The 1979 ANU thesis of John Paine [24], written under
the supervision of Frank de Hoog and Bob Anderssen, made three important
contributions to the efficient and accurate computation of the higher eigen-
values of Sturm-Liouville problems. The first of these, which has not been
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published (though a brief summary of the main results is given in [27]), is a
careful error analysis of some shooting methods based on the popular Prüfer
transformation and its variants. The second [25, 28] describes how the Pruess
method [33] can be implemented to obtain uniformly accurate eigenvalue es-
timates. However, it is the third contribution of [24], the development of a
method which the author [2] has called the method of asymptotic correction,
which has proved the most influential. The primary aim of this paper is to
describe the impact of this third contribution of [24], and give an assessment
of the current state of the art. In addition, some new numerical results are
presented which support a recent conjecture of the author [11].

Only regular problems, with coefficients sufficiently smooth to allow the
use of the Liouville transformation, were considered in [24]. For such prob-
lems, it was shown in [24] that preliminary transformation of the equation
to the Liouville normal form

− y′′ + qy = λy (1)

improves the performance of all methods considered there for the compu-
tation of higher eigenvalues. Asymptotic correction, which has sometimes
also been called “algebraic correction” [17] or “the AAdHP correction” [33],
depends on the fact that the error in the computed eigenvalues is not partic-
ularly sensitive to changes in the potential q, and that, for many problems,
this error can be computed in closed form when q is constant. It was sug-
gested in [24] that an approximation Λ

(n)
k to an eigenvalue λk be replaced by

an approximation Λ
(n)
k +µ(n, k), where the “asymptotic correction”, µ(n, k),
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which is independent of q, is chosen so that, in the special case of constant
q, the corrected approximation, Λ

(n)
k + µ(n, k), equals λk exactly. For exam-

ple, when the classical second order centred finite difference method, with
uniform mesh length h = π/n, is used to solve (1) with boundary conditions

y(0) = y(π) = 0, (2)

y′(0) = y′(π) = 0, (3)

y(0) = y′(π) = 0, (4)

or
y′(0) = y(π) = 0, (5)

it is readily checked that the appropriate values of µ(n, k) are ε1(k, h), ε1(k−
1, h), ε1(k − 1

2
, h) and ε1(k − 1

2
, h) respectively, where, as in [5, 11],

εr(k, h) = k2 − 12sin2(kh/2)

h2[3 + (1 − r)sin2(kh/2)]
. (6)

It was shown in [24], and by a slightly different proof in [29], that this
correction reduces the error in the kth eigenvalue of (1), (2) obtained by the
classical centred finite difference method with uniform mesh length h from
O(k4h2) to O(kh2), provided kh is “sufficiently small” and q ∈ C2. Using
some asymptotic formulae proved in [16], Anderssen and de Hoog [1] extended
the results of [29] to problems with general separated boundary conditions,
although, except in the cases mentioned above, a numerical calculation is
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required to determine the error for constant q. They also showed that, except
in the case (2) which is discussed further in [2], the error in the corrected
estimates is only O(h2), again provided kh is “sufficiently small”. For (1),
(2) asymptotic correction has been extended to Numerov’s method [12], for
which the correction is µ(n, k) = ε2(k, h). A slightly different method of
proof [12] showed that, for all k, this correction reduces the error from the
O(k6h4) error of the uncorrected Numerov method [3] to O(k4h5/sin(kh)),
provided q ∈ C4. The method of proof in [12] has subsequently been used
in the analysis of other methods [34] and can also be used to eliminate the
restriction to “sufficiently small” kh in [24, 29], provided the O(kh2) bound
is replaced by O(k2h3/sin(kh)). Similar results have been obtained for finite
element methods with linear hat coordinate functions [4, 13] and for periodic
boundary conditions [4, 6]. Finite element methods have proved especially
accurate for midrange k, provided sufficiently accurate methods of numerical
quadrature are used to evaluate the matrix elements. This proviso is required
because quadrature errors, which would be swamped by other errors in the
uncorrected estimates, can dominate the much smaller errors in the corrected
estimates [9, 13].

A survey of results on asymptotic correction up until 1992 is given in [7],
which also describes some open questions. Section 2 below complements [7]
by assessing subsequent work, especially progress that has been made on the
questions posed in [7]. Not surprisingly, asymptotic correction has proved
most successful when the derivatives of q (including the higher derivatives)
are small, and many of the results discussed here emphasize this fact.
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2 Recent developments

The first question posed in [7] was “For which other problems and other
methods will asymptotic correction produce significant improvement?”. As
described below, several other applications of asymptotic correction have
subsequently been suggested and their usefulness supported by numerical
results [20], but a complete theory has been given for only a few of these.
The proof given in [6] for solution of Sturm-Liouville problems with periodic
boundary conditions using a classical finite difference scheme has been ex-
tended [15] to a refined difference scheme suggested in [35]. In the important
special case q′(0) = q′(π), the two schemes coincide and a second scheme
suggested in [35] reduces to a multiplicative asymptotic correction similar to
that used in [23]. As emphasized in [15], where the relationship between the
methods of [6] and [35] is clarified, the proof in [6] does not depend on any
assumption about the value of q′(0) − q′(π).

Another important development has been an extension [11] of the method
of [12] to problems with boundary conditions (3), (4), and (5). As in [11],
we denote the kth eigenvalue of (1) with boundary conditions (2), (3), (4),

and (5) by λ
(0)
k , λ

(1)
k , λ

(2)
k , and λ

(3)
k , respectively (λ

(i)
1 < λ

(i)
2 < · · ·) and

the uncorrected and corrected Numerov approximations of λ
(i)
k with n equal

subintervals by Λ
(i,n)
k and Λ̃

(i,n)
k , respectively. In [11] the author derived the

appropriate fourth order approximation of the boundary conditions (3), (4),
and (5) and showed that the appropriate form of the correction for these three
boundary conditions was ε2(k−1, h), ε2(k− 1

2
, h) and ε2(k− 1

2
, h), respectively.
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He also tested the method numerically and, on the basis of these numerical
results and by analogy with results proved in [4, 12], conjectured that, for
i = 1, 2, 3 and all k, n and all q ∈ C4[0, π],

λ
(i)
k − Λ̃

(i,n)
k = O(k4h5/sin((k − 1/2)h)). (7)

Note that, for i = 0, (7) is an immediate consequence of a result proved
in [12]. Some further numerical tests of this conjecture are reported here in
the next section.

While most work on asymptotic correction has dealt with Sturm-Liouville
problems, there is no reason in principle why it should not be successful for
other differential operators, and early results [2] showed it could dramatically
improve the accuracy of computed eigenvalues (including low eigenvalues) of
partial differential operators. The single numerical example considered in [2]
involved the equation

−52u + qu = λu, (8)

with u required to vanish on the boundary of a rectangle. For this spe-
cial problem, closed form solutions are available for constant q. For example,
when u is required to vanish at the boundaries of the square [0, π]× [0, π], the
eigenvalues of (8) with q = 0 are k2

1 +k2
2, where k1, k2 = 1, 2, 3 . . ., and, when

the standard 5-point second order difference scheme is used with constant
mesh length h along both axes, the appropriate correction for the correspond-
ing eigenvalues of (8) for general q is then ε1(k1, h) + ε1(k2, h). There is still
no adequate theory for this problem, but it has since been considered in [17]
where most of the discussion concerns ordering of the eigenvalues. Much is
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made in [17] of the fact that the first N1 values of n1 and the first N2 val-
ues of n2 do not determine the first N1N2 values of n2

1 + n2
2, but since one is

unlikely to attempt to compute m eigenvalues of (8) using a matrix of dimen-
sion less than 2m this is unlikely to prove a serious impediment to the use of
asymptotic correction. Nevertheless, ordering of eigenvalues needs more care
than with (1). For nonconstant q, the repeated eigenvalues in the sequence,
2(=12 + 12), 5(=12 + 22), 5(=22 + 12), 8, 10, 10, 13, 13, 17, . . ., of eigenvalues
for q = 0 are usually replaced by sets of close eigenvalues, and it may not be
clear which one corresponds to which eigenvalue of the q = constant case. As
is the case for all close eigenvalues of the problems considered in [4, 6], the
early repeated eigenvalues cause no trouble, since the appropriate correction
is the same for each member of the set. For instance, for the second and third
it is ε1(1, h) + ε1(2, h). However, unless the eigenfunctions provide clear evi-
dence, it will be difficult to tell whether the correction for the 31st eigenvalue
should be ε1(5, h)+ ε1(5, h) or ε1(1, h)+ ε1(7, h) since 52 +52 = 12 +72. The
author suspects that, for the computation of a moderate number of eigenval-
ues when the derivatives of q are small, the problem of ordering is not likely
to be too serious. When q itself is more variable, the perturbation in λk it
produces is more likely to vary substantially with k. In this case, a more
serious problem than the repeated eigenvalues is probably the fact that the
distinct eigenvalues of this problem for (8) are more likely to be clustered
than the distinct eigenvalues of regular Sturm-Liouville problems. With suf-
ficiently nasty q, even moderately close eigenvalues could cause difficulties,
and, for example, it could even be difficult to tell whether the correction
for the fourth eigenvalue should be ε1(2, h) + ε1(2, h) or ε1(3, h) + ε1(1, h).
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This is another reason why asymptotic correction is most useful when the
derivatives of q are small. Probably a more significant limitation is the fact
that simple boundaries like squares are not the norm in real applications,
and computing the solution with more general boundary conditions is often
not much easier with constant q than with general q. It is not surprising that
asymptotic correction, like virtually all other methods, encounters greater
difficulty with partial differential equations. This is not a reason to abandon
the strategy but rather to refine it, perhaps using the suggestion of [2] that
results for simpler boundary conditions could be used to correct results for
more difficult boundary conditions.

Most work so far has been on individual cases, and the fact that the errors
in the corrected estimates do seem to exhibit somewhat different behaviour in
different cases suggests that consideration of individual cases may produce
sharper results than could be obtained by a general theory. Nevertheless,
a general theory of asymptotic correction could perhaps provide valuable
pointers for future research as well as better overall understanding. Perhaps
the clue to a general theory is provided by the fact that the addition of q
represents a bounded symmetric perturbation to an unbounded self-adjoint
operator with compact inverse. Although the individual matrix approxi-
mations are bounded, their norms increase without bound as the mesh is
refined, but the norm of the perturbations to these matrices produced by
q is uniformly bounded. Perhaps recent results on continuous dependence
of eigenvalues on the coefficients [21] could also provide a clue, though it
is finite perturbations that are involved here and, even in the finite dimen-
sional case, the relationship between finite and continuous perturbations is
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not simple [10].

The last question asked in [7] was “How may asymptotic correction most
effectively be used in the numerical solution of inverse eigenvalue problems?”.
Matrix inverse eigenvalue problems [14] are generally easier to solve numer-
ically than corresponding problems for differential equations. Consequently,
several papers on matrix inverse eigenvalue problems have cited possible ap-
plication to the inverse Sturm-Liouville problem as motivation. However,
an appropriate implementation of asymptotic correction is required for the
viability of most such methods for the solution of inverse Sturm-Liouville
problems [22, 26]. Only q satisfying q(π − x) = q(x) was considered in [26],
and a simple centred finite difference approach was used there. A stan-
dard algorithm for the matrix inverse eigenvalue problem was used to obtain
the tridiagonal matrix, and information was extracted from the computed
off-diagonal elements using a discrete Liouville transformation. A simpler
method of extracting this information has since been suggested in [17, 18];
these also give a fuller theoretical treatment than that given in [26]. The use
of asymptotic correction in solving inverse eigenvalue problems is discussed
further in [8], where other important methods are also considered. Other
methods using asymptotic correction [19, 22, 30, 31] construct only the di-
agonal elements, using the fact that the off-diagonal elements are already
known, so that m eigenvalues suffice for a 2m × 2m matrix. An advantage
of this approach is that it uses only those eigenvalues for which asymptotic
correction is most successful. As noted in [17], where several difficulties of
the corresponding problem for partial differential equations are discussed,
this advantage is likely to be especially important for partial differential
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equations. Fabiano, Knobel and Lowe [19] gave algorithms using asymp-
totic correction for the inverse Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem not only
in the case q(π − x) = q(x), but also for general q. In the latter case, both
eigenvalues and terminal velocities are used as data. They showed that, for
all m (the number of eigenvalues used), there exists a constant C(m) such
that their algorithms (which are based on the modified Newton’s method)
always converge if there is a constant q0 such that the L2 norm of (q − q0)
is less than C(m). Numerical results indicate that C(m) need not be par-
ticularly small. Because alternative methods are less well developed for the
inverse problem than for the forward problem, and because the different
asymptotic behaviour of the eigenvalues of the differential equation and its
discretization has particularly serious consequences for solution of the inverse
problem [8, 17, 22, 26, 30], it is likely that the solution of inverse eigenvalue
problems will prove to be one of the most important applications of asymp-
totic correction.

There has been less progress on the other questions posed in [7]. The
question concerning sharper results on the dependence on k and h of the
error in the corrected results, and the application of this to extrapolation, is
discussed briefly in the next section. Regarding the question, “Under what
circumstances can we be sure that asymptotic correction produces an im-
provement for all k?”, it is now known [11] that, when n is small, asymptotic
correction can sometimes produce a deterioration for some λk with k > 1.
Only cases with k = 1 were reported in [7]. With boundary conditions (3)
and periodic boundary conditions, asymptotic correction produces no change
(but also requires no work) for the fundamental. With this minor exception,
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the only cases known to the author, in which asymptotic correction fails
to produce improvement for all eigenvalues, involve a coarser mesh than is
likely to be be used in practical computation. Moreover, even with small n,
asymptotic correction has still produced improvement in the overwhelming
majority of cases. So far there is no evidence to challenge the conjecture of [7]
regarding the success of asymptotic correction for all “sufficiently large” n.
A mystery not mentioned in [7] is the table on p 123 of [24], which claims to
give results for the corrected and uncorrected solutions of (1), (4) using the
classical second order centred finite difference method, and which suggests
that there are other cases in which the correction produces a deterioration.
Since the errors shown in that table differ by an order of magnitude from
those given for the same calculation in Table 5 of [29], the author has re-
peated the calculations. Apart from minor differences in the least significant
figure, his results agreed with those given in [29], which show that asymptotic
correction increases accuracy for all k.

3 Numerical results

Numerov’s method approximates (1) by the three term recurrence relation

− [12 − h2q(xi−1)]yi−1 + [24 + 10h2q(xi)]yi − [12 − h2q(xi+1)]yi+1

= h2Λ[yi−1 + 10yi + yi+1]. (9)
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All numerical results in [11] were for problems with boundary conditions (3)
and with q′ vanishing at both boundaries. The boundary conditions sim-
plify slightly when q′ vanishes at a boundary, and the corrected Numerov
method of [11] has not previously been tested on examples with boundary
conditions (4) or (5). To complement the numerical tests of [11], we give
here some numerical tests of the corrected Numerov method with bound-
ary conditions (4) and q′(π) 6= 0. As shown in [11], a suitable fourth order
approximation of the boundary conditions (4) is given by y0 = 0 and

− [24 − h2(q(xn−1) + q(xn+1))]yn−1 + [24 + 10h2q(xn)

−h3q′(xn)(4 − h2q(xn+1)/3)]yn = h2Λ[2yn−1 + (10 + h3q′(xn)/3)yn]. (10)

Table 1 shows some results for q(x) = ex. This example was also used
in [4, 24, 29]. The results in the last four columns are clearly consistent
with (7). To avoid clutter in the headings, the superscript “2” is omitted,

with λ
(2)
k , Λ

(2,40)
k etc written as λk, Λ

(40)
k etc. The “exact” λk used in this table

was Ck(240, 180), using the extrapolation formula

Ck(n, m) =
n5sin((k − 1

2
)π/n)Λ̃

(2,n)
k − m5sin((k − 1

2
)π/m)Λ̃

(2,m)
k

n5sin((k − 1
2
)π/n) − m5sin((k − 1

2
)π/m)

(11)

suggested by (7). Comparison with Ck(200, 150) and Ck(160, 120) suggests
that all figures shown are correct.

The results will not be changed (apart from a small amount due to round-
off) when q is increased by a constant, but we may expect an increase in error
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Table 1: Errors in computed solutions of (1), (4) with q(x) = ex

10(λk − Λ̃(n)
k )sin((k − 1

2 )h)/(k4h5)
k λk λk − Λ(40)

k λk − Λ̃(40)
k n = 10 n = 20 n = 40 n = 80

1 4.89571 2.52E-6 2.52E-6 0.333 0.331 0.331 0.331
2 9.99955 3.04E-5 2.87E-5 0.706 0.703 0.705 0.705
3 15.4685 8.41E-5 4.54E-5 0.368 0.362 0.366 0.367
4 21.0371 3.86E-4 9.35E-5 0.275 0.319 0.332 0.335
5 28.1893 1.80E-3 4.76E-4 0.648 0.835 0.882 0.894
6 37.7907 5.40E-3 9.76E-4 0.661 0.972 1.055 1.075
7 49.6137 1.36E-2 1.53E-3 0.529 0.926 1.040 1.069
8 63.5205 3.07E-2 2.15E-3 0.397 0.832 0.977 1.013
9 79.4646 6.37E-2 2.86E-3 0.223 0.731 0.902 0.947
10 97.4279 1.23E-1 3.65E-3 –0.318 0.632 0.829 0.881
11 117.402 2.22E-1 4.54E-3 0.542 0.761 0.821
12 139.384 3.83E-1 5.51E-3 0.459 0.698 0.765
13 163.370 6.33E-1 6.58E-3 0.386 0.641 0.715
14 189.359 1.01E 0 7.74E-3 0.323 0.589 0.669
15 217.351 1.55E 0 9.01E-3 0.271 0.541 0.628
16 247.344 2.32E 0 1.04E-2 0.231 0.497 0.591
17 279.338 3.40E 0 1.18E-2 0.207 0.457 0.557
18 313.334 4.85E 0 1.34E-2 0.204 0.420 0.526
19 349.330 6.81E 0 1.51E-2 0.161 0.385 0.497
20 387.326 9.38E 0 1.69E-2 –0.368 0.353 0.471
39 1489.30 5.15E 2 8.20E-1 0.139 0.192
40 1567.30 5.81E 2 –7.47E 0 –0.383 0.183
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when the derivatives of q are increased in magnitude. In order to test the size
of this increase, most of the above calculations were repeated for q(x) = 4ex.
For q(x) = ex, the value of the scaled error

θ(k, h) = (λ
(2)
k − Λ̃

(2,n)
k )sin((k − 1/2)h)/(k4h5) (12)

(which is multiplied by 10 in Table 1 for ease of tabulation) varied in mag-
nitude from a maximum of just over 0.1 at k = 6 and 7 to a minimum of
about 0.01 at k = n− 1 (with a sign change only for k = n). For q(x) = 4ex,
θ(k, h) varied from a maximum of just over 1.0 for k = 4 and 5, to a mini-
mum of about 0.07 at k = n − 1, with the sign change at k = n − 1 when
n ≥ 20. These results, like those of [11], suggest that the dependence of the
error on the derivatives of q is mildly superlinear. They also suggest that the
error estimate (7) is sharper for (1), (4) than those proved in [4, 12, 13, 29].
The regularity of these results allows extrapolation using (11) to be useful
over a wider range than is the case with the corrected second order results,
although, as with the corrected second order methods [5], the best results
are likely when the ratio of the values of n used for extrapolation is less
than two. Extrapolation has already been shown to be very effective with
the corrected Numerov method for (2) as, although the results proved in [12]
are not sharp, the stronger results conjectured there, which appear to be
sharp [2], produce the same extrapolation formula [7]. The conjecture of [32]
that further extrapolation of the corrected second order results could pro-
duce the same benefits as Numerov’s method appears to have been made on
the assumption that the appropriate extrapolation formula was the same for
corrected as for uncorrected estimates. Our results indicate that much better
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accuracy can be obtained with formulae such as (11).
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